
Meeting Minutes #5 

Date  02/09/2018 

Time  10:15-11:30 

Absentee(s)  NONE 

 

 

Agenda: 

No.  Agenda  Details (if any)  IC 

1  Go through Hansen’s feedback on 

Prototype 1.1 

  Surya 

 

Things to note: 

1. Hansen feedback 

a. You've showed both side of mentor and mentor but need to provide value 

to the sponsor, like on sponsor pov how we can use the data to make 

better decision based on data that we received 

b. Credit balance - don’t use $ as denominator, can be something else like 

credits/gold/think of games for e.g. 

c. Too much work/friction for mentors; can be designed simpler. Need to 

change mentor interface (will discuss among Samaritern 

- Setting sessions. Mentors should only need to select dates, or at most 1 

more thing like type of session. Everything else should be automatically 

populated for them from our end. 

- Request to combine sessions should be a prompt to the mentors. E.g. 

When there are 3 mentors with the same slot and these 3 mentors are in 

the same vertical (e.g. data analyst), system will prompt: do you want to 

combine sessions for example. 

d. Personality test - not sure if average results about your personality is the 

most accurate result (Check with Prof Rafael)  

e. When friends fill up personality test, can add in a ‘call to action’ button 

for friend to sign up with Samaritern as well. 

f. Student view of mentor schedule 

- Currently: Filter by date first, then see if what mentors are available 

- What if you want to meet a specific mentor 

g. Seems like a lot of work for the mentor to accept mentee session & create 

a session on the calendar itself 

- Auto populate date when typing in availability  

- Can create multiple create session; eg “every thursday, 4-6pm”;  



- rather than manually clicking wednesday: when mentor types ‘wed’ - 

field will detect that it’s wed & know mentor is setting up appt for 

upcoming Wednesday (can look at Wunderlist for this) 

h. Should mentor have ability to accept mentee students? Or would it be 

better to reject mentees instead (no need to accept them as it's an extra 

step for mentors) 

i. Unique links for friends taking survey of a mentee - when unique link is 

used and survey is completed, the link will close and mentee will know 

that the friend has taken the survey 

 

2. Wordpress (PHP) 

- Pros: Learn plugin then coding will be quite fast + Might be able to finish 

more function (cause if java then cfm cannot) 

- Cons: Need to learn MVC framework 

 

 

Questions to clarify: 

1. SQL Database or wordpress database? 

2. Course provider need to pay money to samaritern to advertise the course 

or not? Or are mentees paying them? 

3. Assessment test which one? And how? 

 

Action needed: 

No.  Action  Details  Deadline  IC 

1  Prototype 1.2    Thursday 

20/09/2018 

1200 

Fresi & 

Tommy 

2  Research plugins  

- Video chat room  

- Analytics 

- Mentor scheduling 

  Thursday 

05/09/2018 

2200 

Christine 

& Tanrio 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by, 

Surya Gunawan Ali 


